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STORY
WRITTEN BY: HOLLIS MOORE

VERSE 1
The image of the cross, a symbol of sin and shame
The price of thieves and murderers, to be slain
But in an instant, Christ Jesus changed it all
What once was marked in death, now is my reward
PRE-CHORUS
Your story is an epic of love
I find myself in the middle of it all
CHORUS
On that tree, where Your blood poured down
Is where my healing is found, it's so beautiful
On that hill, where You gave Your life
Is where I found mine, it's so beautiful
VERSE 2
Born into a world of sin, I was blinded by the dark
Lost in all my guilty ways, I deserved that dirty cross
But in a moment, my past had been made clean
Jesus Christ the innocent, paid my penalty
BRIDGE
You welcomed me into Your story
Now I find that mine is forever changed
Written in Your love and mercy
The pages of my heart compose the beauty of Your grace
TAG
Oh Oh Oh It's so beautiful
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